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1. Approve minutes from last meeting
a. Minutes approved.
2. Last chance for major changes to library website sitemap
a. Note: Wording will probably change as we go along.
b. Note: Sub-pages will certainly change as we go along.
c. Other feedback? What we settle on today, we’ll start building content tomorrow.
i.
Research is now “Research and Scholarship” - faculty will identify with
scholarship but students might think this leads to “a scholarship.”
1. If it becomes a problem, we will change it.
ii.
Looks like it’s in a good state to start building content around; the process
we used also allowed us to appreciate what it takes to maintain a website
3. Resource accessibility: When folks ask us for something to be accessible that currently
is not, what happens then?
a. Currently, Dolsy and Robin are working on a request form.
b. The request would then go to folks volunteering to do remediation, or perhaps
contact a vendor? As yet unknown whether vendors remediate.
i.
Yesterday’s conversation about Sage surfaced that vendors often provide
content in more than one format, so we want librarians (and thus users) to
know how to best look for accessible versions, which would head off
remediation requests.
c. What do other offices on campus do? We probably have the most vendors,
content in this space.
d. We should also have a parallel conversation about this with our WRLC
colleagues; we just joined the Library Accessibility Alliance and no doubt many
libraries are having this same conversation. There may be assistance throughout
the consortium. And LAA is probably the best way to get the vendors’ attention.
e. We also have opportunities to talk to faculty about not submitting to/reviewing for
publishers who don’t put out accessible materials.

